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Mr Haidinpr Of" 8tembtwgUe,
bro~n, or blackisb.b.-o"n, and it loses from ~ to DO per ~Dt.
Before the blowpipe it instantly blackeDSt and
beoomes" susceptible of magnetic inftuence. When immened
in muriatic acid, it dilsolves slowly. with e1fervelD!oee, and
leaves a residue composed of a mixture of argillaceous and bi.
tuminous matter. This solution, which is of a greenish-yellow
colour, on receiving the addition of nitric acid, beooDIes for a
- few seeonds of an intense olive-brown, and almost immediately
after loses this appearance, turping yellow, and giving off at
the same time ropious nitrous fumes. When Ime~ted iD tb~
blast furnace, the ore yields, on an average, about 30 per cent.
of cast iron.

of it~ weight.

V.-On Sternbergite, a ?le:W Mineral Species. By
Esq. F. R. S. E. &c. Communicated by tbe Author.-
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DESCRIPTION.

form. A scalene four-sided pyramid. P== 1280
()I.
Plate Ill. Fig. l.
a : b : c 1" : ,J 1.422.: ~O.484.
Simple forms. p- ~(a); P (f); P + 1 (g) ~ 1!2°
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Various combinatioDs among these forms have been observ"ed, one of them is represented, Pig. 2. They have all more
ot less the aspect of rhombic plates, with angles of 1190 30',
and ~ 80', which is the base of the fundamental pJramid;
often the acute angle is truncated.
Cleavage highly perfect, and easily obtained parailel to the
lace a. No trace
cleavage in' other direction of the lamel•.
lre, which may be torn asunder like thin sheet-lead.
Surface of a delicately streaked p~ranel to the eages of combination with 11" that is parallel to' the long diagonal of the
thombic plates. Lustre more ~nsiderable upon ~h.ese th~
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upon the'remaining faces, WhiC}l are ~ply streaked parallel
to their intersections with OJ.
Lustre metallic. Colour dark pinchbeck-brown, rather dark.
er than the colour of magnetic' pyrites..Streak black. Tarnish,
often violet-blue on-all the faces except a.
Very aectile. Thin lamin.e perfectly flexible. H.rdoess
= 1.0•.• 1.5, little superior to talc. Specific gravity = 4..2] 5:
Compot''IId varietie8. Twin-crystals, joined parallel t~.
face of P + Q), similar Fig. 3-. Generally several crystals are
joined in ao irregular manner, and implanted .'together, being \
fixed to their support with one of their sides, so as to produce
rose-like aggregations aud globule., with a drusy surface. Ma~
slve varieties usually present the aspect· of a coarse..grained

miea.

11.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. The two specimens from which the preceding description is drawn up 1 first saw when in Prague in March 18~6.
They were pointed out to me as so~ething not agreeing in several respects with the known speeie$, by Professor Zippe, one
of ,them in the collection of the National MUleum~ tp~ other -in
the colleetion of Gubernialrath Neumann; the latter speei..
men- was designated on the ticket as a pinchbeck-browB probleJBatical fossil, crystallized in six-sided tables. Both these gen~
Uemen entrusted me liberally with the specimens for examina!"
tioo, t.he only specimens then known to- exist. .1 am happy to
· learn that Mr Zippe has succeeded in fi~ding out a few more
specilIJens, in rummaging over some old sto;'e of minerals.
, fl. There exists a considerable deal of· resemblance, as appears also from the characters given, betweep the Stembergi~e,
atld the black tellurium, the lIefible sulphuret of silver, and
the rbombohedral molybdena-glance. As'a species it is sufficiently distinct from all of them." On account of that resemhlance it must receive its place in 'the order Glance of the system
Mobs; but whether as a genu~ of its own, or along with
some one or the other of those enumerated, is as yet uncertain,
while these .species themselves are so imperfectly known. ~o
systematic _denomination can therefore be at present proposed
for the ne\, species.. ~e name ot Sternbergite, in proposing
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which I concur with my friends Neumann and Zippe; is particularly appropriate, as the species to which it applies was
first observed in a public collection, belonging to an establ~8h
ment chiefly formed by the exertions of that leamed and patriotic nobleman, Count Caspar Sternberg.
8. No chemical analysis has yet been given bf this substance. .
When treated with the blowpipe it gives in the glass tube a
strong odout ~f sulphurous acid, loses its lustre, and becom(:\&
dark-grey and friable. Alone on charcoal it bums with a blue
. ftame and sulphurous odour, and melts into a globllle, generally hollow, witI~ a crystalline surface, and covered with metallic silver. The globule acts strongly on the magnetic needle,
and before the blowpipe has all the properties of sulphuret of
iron. It Ctlmmunicates to fluxes the ordinary colours produced
by iron, red while hot, and'yellow on cooling, in the oxidating
flame, greenish in the reducing flame. Borax very readily
takes away the iron, and leaves a button of metallic silver. It
appears therefore to consist of sulphuret of silver, combined
with a large. quantity of sulphuret of iron.
4. The locality of this interesting species is Joachimsthal in
Bohemia. It must have been fouod at a rather remote period,
as the specimens were discovered in old collections; and it is
Jikely enough, OD account, of the economical val~e of Stembergite as an ore of silver, that most of it has been melted down
long ago. Moreover, it is chiefly accompanied with other ores
of silver, as the red silver, the brittle silver, or prismatic melaneglance, and others__

VI.-Description Wa plant uaed in Bengal q,a a c0mmon green vegetable, (Olus,) and WQ '1UJther nearly q,llied to
it. By FRANCIS HAMILTON, M. D. F. R. S, &c. Communicated by the Author~
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III Gangetic India this plant is called Palak or Palat;lki, names
that have been given to the spinach of Europe, when this was
introduced, both being cultivated in a similar manot'r, and
having similar alimentary qualities. ,Dr Roxburgh considered
.it as a species of Beta, and called it B. Bengalenaia, which
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